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Abstract
We analyze low rank tensor completion (TC) using noisy measurements of a
subset of the tensor. Assuming a rank-r, order-d, N × N × · · · × N tensor where
r = O(1), the best sampling complexity that was achieved is O(N
d
2 ), which is
obtained by solving a tensor nuclear-norm minimization problem. However, this
bound is significantly larger than the number of free variables in a low rank tensor
which is O(dN). In this paper, we show that by using an atomic-norm whose atoms
are rank-1 sign tensors, one can obtain a sample complexity of O(dN). Moreover,
we generalize the matrix max-norm definition to tensors, which results in a max-
quasi-norm (max-qnorm) whose unit ball has small Rademacher complexity. We
prove that solving a constrained least squares estimation using either the convex
atomic-norm or the nonconvex max-qnorm results in optimal sample complexity
for the problem of low-rank tensor completion. Furthermore, we show that these
bounds are nearly minimax rate-optimal. We also provide promising numerical
results for max-qnorm constrained tensor completion, showing improved recovery
results compared to matricization and alternating least squares.
Keywords and phrases Compressed sensing, tensor completion, matrix completion,
max norm, low-rank tensor, M-norm constrained tensor completion, Rademacher com-
plexity
1 Introduction
Representing data as multi-dimensional arrays, i.e., tensors, arises naturally in many
modern applications such as interpolating large scale seismic data [16, 39], medical im-
ages [49], data mining [1], image compression [47,59], hyper-spectral image analysis [44],
and radar signal processing [52]. A more extensive list of such applications can be found
in [37]. There are many reasons where one may want to work with a subset of the tensor
entries; (i) often, these data sets are large and we wish to store only a small number of
the entries (compression); (ii) In some applications, the acquisition of each entry can be
expensive, e.g., each entry may be obtained by solving a large PDE [68]; (iii) some of the
entries might get lost due physical constraints while gathering them. These restrictions
result in situations where one has access only to a subset of the tensor entries. The prob-
lem of tensor completion entails recovering a tensor from a subset of its entries. Without
assuming further structure on the underlying tensor, there is no hope of recovering the
missing entries as they are independent of the observed entries. Therefore, here (and in
many applications) tensors of interest are the ones that can be expressed approximately
as a lower dimensional object, compared to the ambient dimension of the tensor. In par-
ticular, in this paper we consider tensors that have low CP-rank [14, 29]. The low rank
assumption makes tensor completion a feasible problem. For example, an order-d, rank-r
tensor, which has size N1 × N2 × · · ·Nd where Ni = O(N), has O(rNd) free variables,
which is much smaller than Nd, the ambient dimension of the tensor.
Tensor completion problem focuses on two important goals: Given a low-rank tensor:
(i) identify the sufficient number of entries to be observed in order to recover a good
approximation of the tensor, as a function of the size parameters Ni, the (CP) rank r,
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and the order d; and (ii) design stable and tractable methods that recover the tensor
using a subset of its entries.
The order-2 case, known as matrix completion, has been extensively studied in the
literature [12, 19, 22, 36, 63]. The most basic idea is finding the matrix with lowest rank
that is consistent with the measurements. However, rank minimization is NP-hard; there-
fore, extensive research has been done to find tractable alternatives. The most common
approach is using nuclear norm, also known as trace-norm, which is the convex relaxation
of the rank function [22]. It was shown in [13] that solving a nuclear-norm minimization
problem would recover a rank-r, N × N matrix from only O(rNpolylog(N)) samples
under mild incoherence conditions on the matrix. The nuclear norm is the sum of the
singular values of the matrix and it is also the dual of the spectral norm. Extensive
research has been done in analyzing variants of nuclear-norm minimization and designing
efficient algorithms to solve it as shown in [8, 11, 13, 69].
An alternative interpretation of the rank and the nuclear-norm of a matrix is based
on the minimum number of columns of its factorizations. In particular, the rank of a
matrix M is the minimum number of columns of the factors U, V where M = UV ′;
the nuclear norm is the minimum product of the Frobenius norms of the factors, i.e.,
‖M‖∗:= min‖U‖F‖V ‖F subject to M = UV ′ [63]. An alternative proxy for the rank of a
matrix is its max-norm defined as ‖M‖max:= min‖U‖2,∞‖V ‖2,∞ subject toM = UV ′ [63].
The max-norm bounds the norm of the rows of the factors U and V and was used for
matrix completion in [23]. There, the authors studied both max-norm and trace-norm
matrix completion by analyzing the Rademacher complexity of the unit balls of these
norms. They proved that under uniformly random sampling, either with or without re-
placement, m = O( rN
ǫ
log3(1
ǫ
)) samples are sufficient for achieving mean squared recovery
error ǫ using max-norm constrained estimation and m = O( rN log(N)
ǫ
log3(1
ǫ
)) samples are
sufficient for achieving mean squared recovery error ǫ using nuclear-norm constrained
estimation.
Despite all the powerful tools and algorithms developed for matrix completion, ten-
sor completion problem is still fairly open and not as well understood. For instance,
there is a large gap between theoretical guarantees and what is observed in numerical
simulations. This is mainly due to the lack of efficient orthogonal decompositions, low-
rank approximations, and limited knowledge of structure of low-rank tensors compared
to matrices. This large gap has motivated much research connecting the general tensor
completion problem to matrix completion by rearranging the tensor as a matrix, includ-
ing the sum of nuclear-norms (SNN) model that minimizes the sum of the nuclear-norm
of matricizations of the tensor along all its dimensions, leading to sufficient recovery with
m = O(rNd−1) samples [26, 47]. More balanced matricizations, such as the one intro-
duced in [50], can result in a better bound of m = O(rN ⌈
d
2
⌉) samples.
Once we move from matrices to higher order tensors, many of the well-known facts of
matrix algebra cease to be true. For example, even a best rank-k approximation may not
exist for some tensors, illustrated in [37, Section 3.3], showing that the space of tensors
with rank at most 2 is not closed. Interestingly there is a paper titled “Most tensor prob-
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lems are NP-hard” [30] which proves that many common algebraic tasks are NP-hard
for tensors with d ≥ 3, including computing the rank, spectral norm, and nuclear norm.
Computational complexity of directly solving tensor completion and the inferior results
of matricization make tensor completion challenging.
Having all these complications in mind, on the theoretical side, a low-rank tensor
has O(rdN) free variables, but an upper-bound of O(rN ⌈
d
2
⌉) on the sample complexity.
When d > 2, the polynomial dependence on N seems to have a lot of room for im-
provement. Moreover, it is well-known that empirical recovery results are much better
when the tensor is not rearranged as a matrix, even though these results are attempting
to solve an NP-hard problem. This has resulted in efforts towards narrowing this gap,
including heuristic algorithms [4, 47]. In spite of good empirical results and reasonable
justifications, a theoretical study filling in the gap was not presented in these cases.
Nuclear norm of a tensor, defined as the dual of the spectral norm was originally
formulated in [28, 57] and has been revisited more in depth in the past few years, e.g.,
in [20,31]. Recently [71] studied tensor completion using nuclear-norm minimization and
proved that under mild conditions on the tensor, m = O(
√
rN
d
2 log(N)) measurements is
sufficient for successful recovery, but this is still far away from the number of free variables.
In effort to obtain linear dependence on N , we analyze tensor completion using a
max-qnorm (max-quasi-norm) constrained algorithm where the max-qnorm is a direct
generalization of the matrix max-norm to the case of tensors. Unfortunately, max-qnorm
is non-convex. However, analyzing the unit-ball of the dual of the dual of the max-qnorm
(which is a convex norm) led us to define and analyze a convex atomic-norm ( which
we call M-norm) constrained least squares problem, where we obtained optimal recovery
bounds on the size of the tensor. The main contribution of this paper is as follows.
Consider an order-d tensor T ∈ RN1×···×Nd where Ni = O(N) for 1 ≤ i ≤ d.
• We define the M-norm and max-qnorm of tensors as a robust proxy for the rank
of a tensor. We prove that both M-norm and max-qnorm of a bounded low-rank
tensor is upper-bounded by a quantity that just depends on its rank and its infinity
norm and is independent of N .
• We use a generalization of Grothendieck’s theorem to connect the max-qnorm of
tensors to its nuclear decomposition with unit infinity-norm factors. Using this, we
bound the Rademacher complexity of the set of bounded tensors with low max-
qnorm. This also establishes a theoretical framework for further investigation of
low max-qnorm tensors.
• We prove that, with high probability, m = O(r 3d2 dN) (or m = O(R2N) if M-norm
is bounded by R) samples are sufficient to estimate a rank-r bounded tensor using
a convex least squares algorithm. Moreover, we derive an information-theoretic
lower bound that proves m = O(R2N) measurements is necessary for recovery of
tensors with M-norm less than R. This proves that our bound is optimal both in
its dependence on N and the M-norm bound R. It is worth mentioning though,
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that the bound we prove in this paper is not necessarily optimal in r, the rank of
the tensor.
• Through synthetic numerical examples, we illustrate the advantage of using algo-
rithms designed for max-qnorm constrained tensor completion instead of algorithms,
using matricization. These algorithms significantly improve algorithms based on
matricization and alternating least squares (ALS). It is worth mentioning that com-
puting the nuclear norm of a general tensor is known to be NP-hard. Although it is
not known whether computing the M-norm or max-qnorm of a tensor is NP-hard or
not, our numerical results for max-qnorm constrained least squares, using a simple
projected quasi-Newton algorithm give promising results.
1.1 Notations and basics on tensors
We adopt the notation of Kolda and Bader’s review on tensor decompositions [37].
Below, λ, σ, and α are used to denote scalars, and C and c are used to denote universal
constants. Vectors are denoted by lower case letters, e.g., u, and v. Both matrices and
tensors are represented by upper case letters, usually using A and M for matrices, and
T and X for tensors. Tensors are a generalization of matrices to higher order, also called
multi-dimensional arrays. For example, a first order tensor is a vector and a second or-
der tensor is a matrix. X ∈ ⊗di=1RNi is a d-th order tensor whose i-th size is Ni. We
also denote
⊗d
i=1R
N as RN
d
. Elements of a tensor are either specified as Xi1,i2,···,id or
X(i1, i2, · · · , id), where 1 ≤ ij ≤ Nj for 1 ≤ j ≤ d. We also use Xω as a shorthand to refer
the index ω of a tensor, where ω = (i1, i2, · · · , id) is an n-tuple determining the index
X(i1, i2, · · · , id).
Inner products are denoted by 〈·, ·〉. The symbol ◦ represents both matrix and vector
outer products where T = U1 ◦U2 ◦ · · · ◦Ud means T (i1, i2, · · · , id) =
∑
k U1(i1, k)U2(i2, k)
· · ·Ud(id, k), where k ranges over the columns of the factors. In the special case of
vectors, T = u1 ◦ u2 ◦ · · · ◦ ud means T (i1, i2, · · · , id) = u1(i1)u2(i2) · · ·ud(id). Finally
[N ] := {1, · · · , N} is the shorthand notation we use for the set of integers from 1 to N .
1.1.1 Rank of a tensor
A unit tensor is a tensor U ∈⊗dj=1RNj that can be written as
U = u(1) ◦ u(2) ◦ · · · ◦ u(d), (1)
where u(j) ∈ RNj is a unit-norm vector. The vectors u(j) are called the components of U .
Define Ud to be the set of unit tensors of order d. A rank-1 tensor is a scalar multiple of
a unit tensor.
The rank of a tensor T , denoted by rank(T ) is defined as the smallest number of
rank-1 tensors that generate T as their sum, i.e.,
T =
r∑
i=1
λiUi =
r∑
i=1
λiu
(1)
i ◦ u(2)i ◦ · · · ◦ u(d)i ,
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where Ui ∈ Ud is a unit tensor. This low-rank decomposition is also known as CANDE-
COMP/PARAFAC (CP) decomposition [14,29]. In this paper we use CP decompositions;
however, we note that there are other decompositions that are used in the literature such
as Tucker decomposition [67]. For a detailed overview of alternate decompositions, refer
to [37].
1.1.2 Tensor norms
Define Td to be set of all order-d tensors of size N1 ×N2 × · · · ×Nd. For X, T ∈ Td,
the inner product of X and T is defined as:
〈X, T 〉 =
N1∑
i1=1
N2∑
i2=1
· · ·
Nd∑
id=1
Xi1,i2,···,idTi1,i2,···,id.
Consequently the Frobenius norm of a tensor is defined as
‖T‖2F :=
N1∑
i1=1
N2∑
i2=1
· · ·
Nd∑
id=1
T 2i1,i2,···,id = 〈T, T 〉. (2)
Using the definition of unit tensors one can define the spectral norm of tensors as
‖T‖:= max
U∈Ud
〈T, U〉. (3)
Similarly, nuclear-norm was also generalized for tensors (see [25, 45], although the
original idea dates back to Grothendieck [28]) as
‖T‖∗:= max‖X‖≤1〈T,X〉. (4)
Finally we generalize the definition of max-norm to tensors as
‖T‖max:= min
T=U (1)◦U (1)◦···◦U (d)
{
d∏
j=1
‖U (j)‖2,∞}, (5)
where, ‖U‖2,∞= sup
‖x‖2=1
‖Ux‖∞. In Section 3, we prove that for d > 2 this generalization
does not satisfy the triangle inequality and is a quasi-norm (which we call max-qnorm).
We analyze the max-qnorm thoroughly in Section 3.
1.2 Simplified upper bound on tensor completion recovery error
Without going into details, we briefly state and compute the upper bounds we estab-
lish (in Section 4.2) on the recovery errors associated with M-norm and max-qnorm con-
strained tensor completion. For ease of comparison, we assume N1 = N2 = · · · = Nd = N .
Given a rank-r, order-d tensor T ♯ ∈ ⊗di=1RN , and a random subset of its entries with
indices in S = {ω1, ω2, · · · , ωm}, ωi ∈ [N ] × [N ] × · · · × [N ], we observe m noisy entries
{Yωt}mt=1 of {T ♯(ωt)}mt=1, where each observation is perturbed by iid noise with mean zero
and variance σ2. To give a simple version of the result we assume that indices in S are
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drawn independently at random with the same probability for each observation, i.e., we
assume uniform sampling to give a simple theorem. We provide the general observation
model in Section 4.1 and a general version of the theorem (which covers both uniform and
non-uniform sampling) in Section 4 and prove it in Section 8.4. The purpose of tensor
completion is to recover T ♯, from m random samples of T ♯ when m≪ Nd.
Theorem 1. Consider a rank-r, order-d tensor T ♯ ∈⊗di=1RN with ‖T ♯‖∞≤ α. Assume
that we are given a collection of noisy observations
Yωt = T
∗(ωt) + σξt , t = 1, · · · , m,
where the noise sequence ξt are i.i.d. standard normal random variables and each index
ωt is chosen uniformly random over all the indices of the tensor. Then if m > dN , there
exist a constant C < 20 such that the solution of
TˆM = arg min
X
1
m
m∑
t=1
(Xωt − Yωt)2 subject to ‖X‖∞≤ α, ‖X‖M≤ (r
√
r)d−1α, (6)
satisfies
‖T ♯ − TˆM‖2F
Nd
≤ C(α + σ)α(r√r)d−1
√
dN
m
.
with probability greater than 1− e
−N
ln(N) − e−dN . Moreover, the solution of
Tˆ
max
= arg min
X
1
m
m∑
t=1
(Xωt − Yωt)2 subject to ‖X‖∞≤ α, ‖X‖max≤ (
√
rd
2−d)α, (7)
satisfies
‖T ♯ − Tˆ
max
‖2F
Nd
≤ Cd(α + σ)α
√
rd
2−d
√
dN
m
,
with probability greater than 1− e
−N
ln(N) − e−dN .
Remark 2. Above, ‖X‖M is the M-norm of tensor X which is an atomic norm whose
atoms is rank-1 sign tensors defined in Section 3.2 (14) and ‖X‖max is max-qnorm of
tensor X which is a generalization of matrix max-norm to tensors defined in Section 3.2
(13).
Remark 3 (theoretical contributions). The general framework for establishing these
upper bounds is already available (the key is to control the Rademacher complexity of the
set of interest). The methods to adapt this to the matrix case are available in, e.g., [9,62].
To move to tensor completion, we study the interaction of the max-qnorm, the M-norm,
and the rank of a tensor in Section 3. The tools given in Section 3 allow us to generalize
matrix completion to tensor completion.
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1.3 Organization
In Section 2, we briefly overview recent results on tensor completion and max-norm
constrained matrix completion. In Section 3, we introduce the generalized tensor max-
qnorm and characterize the max-qnorm unit ball that is crucial in our analysis. This
also results in defining a certain convex atomic-norm which gives similar bounds on
constrained tensor completion problem. We also prove that both the M-norm and the
max-qnorm of a bounded rank-r tensor T can be bounded by a function of ‖T‖∞ and
r, independently of N . We have deferred all the proofs to Section 8. In Section 4, we
explain the tensor completion problem and state the main results on recovering low-
rank bounded tensors. We also compare our results with previous results on tensor
completion and max-norm constrained matrix completion. In Section 6, we state an
upper bound on the performance of the M-norm constrained tensor completion which
proves optimal dependence on the size. In Section 7, we present numerical results on the
performance of max-qnorm constrained tensor completion and compare it with applying
matrix completion on the matricized version of the tensor and Section 8 contains all the
proofs.
2 Related work
2.1 Tensor matricization
The process of reordering the elements of a tensor into a matrix is called matricization,
also known as unfolding or flattening. For a tensor X ∈⊗di=1RNi, mode-i fibers of the
tensor are Πj 6=iNj vectors obtained by fixing all indices of X except for the i-th one. The
mode-i matricization of X , denoted by X(i) ∈ RNi×Πj 6=iNj is obtained by arranging all
the mode-i fibers of X along columns of the matrix X(i). More precisely, X(i)(ii, j) =
X(i1, i2, · · · , id), where
j = 1 +
d∑
k=1,k 6=i
(ik − 1)Jk with Jk = Πk−1m=1,m6=iNm.
A detailed illustration of these definitions can be found in [37, 38]. A generalization
of these unfoldings was proposed by [50] that rearranges X(1) into a more balanced
matrix: For j ∈ {1, · · · , d}, X[j] is obtained by arranging the first j dimensions along
the rows and the rest along the columns. In particular, using Matlab notation X[j] =
reshape(X(1),Π
i=j
i=1Ni,Π
i=d
i=j+1Ni). More importantly, for a rank-r tensor T =
∑r
i=1 λiu
(1)
i ◦
u
(1)
i ◦· · ·◦u(d)i , T[j] =
∑r
i=1 λi(u
(1)
i ⊗u(2)i ⊗· · ·⊗u(j)i )◦(u(j+1)i ⊗· · ·⊗u(d)i ), which is a rank-r
matrix. Here, the symbol ⊗, represents the Kronecker product. Similarly, the rank of all
matricizations defined above are less than or equal to the rank of the tensor.
2.2 Past results
Using max-norm for learning low-rank matrices was pioneered in [63] where max-norm
was used for collaborative prediction. In this paper we use max-qnorm for tensor com-
pletion which is a generalization of a recent result on matrix completion using max-norm
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constrained optimization [9]. In this section, we review some of the results which is re-
lated to M-norm and max-qnorm tensor completion. In particular, we first go over some
of the matrix completion results including using nuclear-norm and max-norm and then
review some of the results on tensor completion.
Inspired by the result of [22], which proved that the nuclear-norm is the convex en-
velope of rank function, most of the research on matrix completion has focused on using
nuclear-norm minimization. Assuming M to be a rank-r, N × N matrix and MΩ to be
the set of m independent samples of this matrix, in [12, 62], it was proved that solving
Mˆ := argmin ‖X‖∗ subject to MΩ = XΩ, (8)
recovers the matrix M exactly if |Ω|> CN1.2r log(N), provided that the row and col-
umn space of the matrix is “incoherent”. This result was later improved in [36] to
|Ω|= O(Nr log(N)). There has been significant research in this area since then, either in
sharpening the theoretical bound, e.g., [5,13,55] or designing efficient algorithms to solve
(8), e.g., [8, 32].
More relevant to noisy tensor completion are the results of [9, 11, 35] which consider
recovering M ♯ from measurements YΩ, where Y =M
♯+Z, and |Ω|= m; here Z is a noise
matrix. It was proved in [11] that if ‖ZΩ‖F≤ δ, by solving the nuclear-norm minimization
problem
argmin ‖M‖∗ subject to ‖(X − Y )Ω‖F≤ δ,
we can recover Mˆ where,
1
N
‖M ♯ − Mˆ‖F≤ C
√
N
m
δ + 2
δ
N
,
provided that there are sufficiently many measurements for perfect recovery in the noise-
less case.
Another approach was taken by [35] where the authors assume that ‖M ♯‖∞≤ α, and
Z is a zero mean random matrix whose entries are i.i.d. with subgaussian-norm σ. They
then suggest initializing the left and right hand singular vectors (L and R) from the
observations YΩ and prove that by solving
min
L,S,R
1
2
‖M ♯ − LSR′‖2F subject to L′L = Ir, R′R = Ir,
one can recover a rank-r matrix Mˆ where
1
N
‖M ♯ − Mˆ‖F≤ Cα
√
Nr
m
+ C ′σ
√
Nrα log(N)
m
.
Inspired by promising results regarding the use of max-norm for collaborative filter-
ing [63], a max-norm constrained optimization was employed in [23] to solve the noisy
matrix completion problem under the uniform sampling assumption. Nuclear norm min-
imization has been proven to be rate-optimal for matrix completion. However, it is not
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entirely clear if it is the best approach for non-uniform sampling. In many applications,
such as collaborative filtering, the uniform sampling assumption is not a reasonable as-
sumption. For example, in the Netflix problem, some movies get much more attention
and therefore have more chance of being rated compared to others. To tackle the issue
of non-uniform samples, [51] suggested using a weighted nuclear norm, imposing prob-
ability distributions on samples belonging to each row or column. Due to similar con-
siderations, [9] generalized the max-norm matrix completion to the case of non-uniform
sampling and proved that, with high probability, m = O(Nr
ǫ
log3(1
ǫ
)) samples are sufficient
for achieving mean squared recovery error ǫ, where the mean squared error is dependent
on the distribution of the observations. To be more precise, in their error bound, indices
that have higher probability of being observed are recovered more accurately compared
to the entries that have less probability of being observed. In particular, [9] assumed a
general sampling distribution as explained in Section 1.2 (when d = 2) that includes both
uniform and non-uniform sampling. Assuming that each entry of the noise matrix is a
zero mean Gaussian random variable with variance σ, and ‖M ♯‖∞≤ α, they proved that
the solution Mˆmax of
min
‖M‖max≤√rα
‖(M ♯ −M)Ω‖2F ,
assuming πω ≥ 1µN2 , ∀ω ∈ [N ]× [N ], satisfies
1
N2
‖Mˆmax −M ♯‖2F≤ Cµ(α+ σ)α
√
rN
n
,
with probability greater than 1−2e−dN . This paper is a generalization of the above result
to tensor completion.
Finally, we briefly explain some of the past results on tensor completion. To out
knowledge, this paper provides the first result that proves linear dependence of the suffi-
cient number of random samples on N . It is worth mentioning, though, that [40] proves
that O(Nrd−0.5d log(r)) adaptively chosen samples is sufficient for exact recovery of ten-
sors. However, the result is heavily dependent on the samples being adaptive.
There is a long list of heuristic algorithms that attempt to solve the tensor completion
problem by using different decompositions or matricizations which, in spite of showing
good empirical results, are not backed with a theoretical explanation that shows the
superiority of using the tensor structure instead of matricization, e.g., see [27, 47]. The
most popular approach is minimizing the sum of nuclear-norm of all the matricizations
of the tensor along all modes. To be precise one solves
min
X
d∑
i=1
βi‖X(i)‖∗ subject to XΩ = T ♯Ω, (9)
where X(i) is the mode-i matricization of the tensor (see [47,61,65]). The result obtained
by solving (9) is highly sensitive on the choice of the weights βi and an exact recovery
requirement is not available. At least, in the special case of tensor sensing, where the mea-
surements of the tensor are its inner products with random Gaussian tensors, [50] proves
that m = O(rNd−1) is necessary for (9), whereas a more balanced matricization such as
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X[⌊ d
2
⌋] (as explained in Section 2.1) can achieve successful recovery with m = O(r
⌊d
2
⌋N ⌈
d
2
⌉)
Gaussian measurements.
Assuming T ♯ is symmetric and has an orthogonal decomposition, [33] proves that
when d = 3, an alternating minimization algorithm can achieve exact recovery from
O(r5N
3
2 log(N)4) random samples. However, the empirical results of this work show
good results for non-symmetric tensors as well if a good initial point can be found.
In [72], a generalization of the singular value decomposition for tensors, called t-SVD,
is used to prove that a third order tensor (d = 3) can be recovered from O(rN2 log(N)2)
measurements, provided that the tensor satisfies some incoherence conditions, called ten-
sor incoherence conditions.
The last related result that we will mention is an interesting theoretical result that gen-
eralizes the nuclear-norm to tensors as the dual of the spectral norm and avoids any kind
of matricization in the proof [70]. They show that using the nuclear norm, the sample size
requirement for a tensor with low coherence using nuclear-norm is m = O(
√
rNd log(N)).
Comparing our result with the result of [70], an important question that needs to be in-
vestigated is whether max-qnorm is a better measure of complexity of low-rank tensors
compared to nuclear-norm or whether the difference is just an artifact of the proofs.
While we introduce the framework for max-qnorm in this paper, an extensive comparison
of these two norms is beyond the scope of this paper. Another difficulty of using tensor
nuclear-norm is the lack of sophisticated or even approximate algorithms that can mini-
mize nuclear-norm of a tensor.
We compare our results with some of the above mentioned results in Sections 5 and
Section 7.
3 Max-qnorm and atomic M-norm
In this section, we introduce the max-qnorm and M-norm of tensors and characterize
the unit ball of these norms as tensors that have a specific decomposition with bounded
factors. This then helps us to prove a bound on the max-qnorm and M-norm of low-rank
tensors that is independent of N . The results in this section might be of independent
interest and therefore, to give an overview of properties of max-qnorm and M-norm, we
state the theorems and some remarks about the theorems and postpone the proofs to
Section 8.
3.1 Matrix max-norm
First, we define the max-norm of matrices which was first defined in [46] as γ2 norm.
We also mention some of the properties of the matrix max-norm which we generalize later
on in this section. Recall that the max-norm of a matrix is defined as
‖M‖max= min
M=U◦V
{‖U‖2,∞‖V ‖2,∞}, (10)
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where, ‖U‖2,∞= sup
‖x‖2=1
‖Ux‖∞ is the maximum ℓ2-norm of the rows of U [46, 64].
Considering all the possible factorizations of a matrix M = U ◦ V , the rank of M is
the minimum number of columns in the factors and nuclear-norm of M is the minimum
product of the Frobenius norms of the factors. The max-norm, on the other hand, finds
the factors with the smallest row-norm as ‖U‖2,∞ is the maximum ℓ2-norm of the rows
of the matrix U . Furthermore, it was noticed in [43] that max-norm is comparable with
nuclear norm in the following sense:
‖M‖max≈ inf{
∑
j
|σj|: M =
∑
j
σjujv
T
j , ‖uj‖∞= ‖vj‖∞= 1}. (11)
Here, the factor of equivalence is the Grothendieck’s constant KG ∈ (1.67, 1.79). To
be precise,
inf
∑
j |σj |
KG
≤ ‖M‖max≤ inf
∑
j|σj |, where the infimum is taken over all nu-
clear decompositions M =
∑
j σjujv
T
j , ‖uj‖∞= ‖vj‖∞= 1. Moreover, in connection with
element-wise ℓ∞ norm we have:
‖M‖∞≤ ‖M‖max≤
√
rank(M)‖M‖1,∞≤
√
rank(M)‖M‖∞. (12)
This is an interesting result that shows that we can bound the max-norm of a low-rank
matrix by an upper bound that is independent of N .
3.2 Tensor max-qnorm and atomic M-norm
We generalize the definition of max-norm to tensors as follows. Let T be an order-d
tensor. Then
‖T‖max:= min
T=U (1)◦U (2)◦···◦U (d)
{
d∏
j=1
‖U (j)‖2,∞}. (13)
Notice that this definition agrees with the definition of max-norm for matrices when
d = 2. As in the matrix case, the rank of the tensor is the minimum possible number of
columns in the low-rank factorization of T = U (1) ◦ U (2) ◦ · · · ◦ U (d) and the max-qnorm
is the minimum row norm of the factors over all such decompositions.
Theorem 4. For d ≥ 3, the max-qnorm (13) does not satisfy the triangle inequality.
However, it satisfies a quasi-triangle inequality
‖X + T‖
max
≤ 2 d2−1(‖X‖
max
+‖T‖
max
),
and, therefore, is a quasi-norm.
The proof of this theorem is in Section 8.1. Later on, in Section 4.2, we prove that a
max-qnorm constrained least squares estimation, with the max-qnorm as in (5), breaks
the O(N
d
2 ) limitation on the number of measurements mainly because of two main prop-
erties:
• Max-qnorm of a bounded low rank tensor does not depend on the size of the tensor.
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• Defining T± := {T ∈ {±1}N1×N2×···×Nd | rank(T ) = 1}, the unit ball of the tensor
max-qnorm is a subset of Cdconv(T±) which is a convex combination of 2Nd rank-1
sign tensors. Here Cd is a constant that only depends on d and conv(S) is the
convex envelope of the set S.
However, the max-qnorm in non-convex. To obtain a convex alternative that still satisfies
the properties mentioned above, we consider the norm induced by the set T± directly;
this is an atomic norm as discussed in [15]. The atomic M-norm of a tensor T is then
defined as the gauge of T± [56] given by
‖T‖M := inf{t > 0 : T ∈ t conv(T±)}. (14)
As T± is centrally symmetric around the origin and spans
⊗d
j=1R
Nj , this atomic norm
is a convex norm and the gauge function can be rewritten as
‖T‖M= inf{
∑
X∈T±
cX : T =
∑
X∈T±
cXX, cX ≥ 0, X ∈ T±}. (15)
3.3 Unit max-qnorm ball of tensors
In the next lemma, we prove that, similar to the matrix case, the tensor unit max-
qnorm ball is comparable to the set T±. First define BTmax(1) := {T ∈ RN1×···×Nd | ‖T‖max≤
1} and BM(1) := {T : ‖T‖M≤ 1}.
Lemma 5. The unit ball of the max-qnorm, unit ball of atomic M-norm, and conv(T±)
satisfy the following:
1. BM(1) = conv(T±),
2. BT
max
(1) ⊂ c1cd2 conv(T±).
Here c1 and c2 are derived from the generalized Grothendieck theorem [6,66] which is
explained thoroughly in Section 8.1.
Using Lemma 5, it is easy to analyze the Rademacher complexity of the unit ball of
these two norms. In fact, noticing that T± is a finite class with |T±|< 2dN and some basic
properties of Rademacher complexity we can prove the following lemma. Below, RˆS(X)
denotes the empirical Rademacher complexity of X . To keep this section simple, we refer
to Section A for the definition of Rademacher complexity and proof of Lemma 6.
Lemma 6. The Rademacher complexity of unit balls of M-norm and max-qnorm is
bounded by
1. sup
S:|S|=m
RˆS(BM (1)) < 6
√
dN
m
,
2. sup
S:|S|=m
RˆS(B
T
max
(1)) < 6c1c
d
2
√
dN
m
.
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3.4 Max-qnorm and M-norm of bounded low-rank tensors
Next, we bound the max-qnorm and M-norm of a rank-r tensor whose (entry-wise)
infinity norm is less than α. First, we bound the max-qnorm and a similar proof can
be used to obtain a bound on the M-norm as well which we explain in the Section 8.3.
As mentioned before, for d = 2, i.e., the matrix case, an interesting inequality has been
proved which does not depend on the size of the matrix, i.e., ‖M‖max≤
√
rank(M) α. In
what follows, we bound the max-qnorm and M-norm of a rank-r tensor T with ‖T‖∞≤ α.
Theorem 7. Assume T ∈ RN1×···Nd is a rank-r tensor with ‖T‖∞= α. Then
• α ≤ ‖T‖M≤ (r
√
r)d−1α.
• α ≤ ‖T‖
max
≤
√
rd
2−dα.
The proofs of these two bounds are similar and both of them can be found in Section 8.3.
Notice the discrepancy of Theorem 7 when d = 2. This is an artifact of the proof which
hints at the fact that Theorem 7 might be not optimal in r for general d as well.
4 M-norm constrained tensor completion
In this section, we consider the problem of tensor completion from noisy measurements
of a subset of the tensor entries. As explained before, we assume that the indices of
the entries that are measured are drawn indepently at random with replacement. Also
the tensor of interest is low-rank and has bounded entries. Instead of constraining the
problem to the set of low-rank bounded tensors, we consider a more general case and
consider the set of bounded tensors with bounded M-norm which includes the set of low-
rank bounded tensors. We minimize a constrained least squares (LS) problem given in
(18) below. Similar results can be obtained for a max-qnorm constrained LS. We only
provide the final result of the max-qnorm constrained problem in Theorem 13 as the steps
are exactly similar to the M-norm constrained one. When d = 2, i.e., the matrix case,
max-norm constrained matrix completion has been thoroughly studied in [9], so we will
not discuss the lemmas and theorems that can be directly used in the tensor case; see [9]
for more details.
4.1 Observation model
Given an order-d tensor T ♯ ∈ RNd and a random subset of indices S = {ω1, ω2, · · · , ωm},
ωi ∈ [N ]× [N ]× · · · × [N ], we observe m noisy entries {Yωt}mt=1:
Yωt = T
♯(ωt) + σξt , t = 1, · · · , m, (16)
for some σ > 0. The variables ξt are zero mean i.i.d. random variables with E(ξ
2
t ) = 1.
The indices in S are drawn randomly with replacement from a predefined probability
distribution Π = {πω}, for ω ∈ [N ] × [N ] × · · · × [N ], such that
∑
ω πω = 1. Obviously
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max πω ≥ 1Nd . Although it is not a necessary condition for our proof, it is natural to
assume that there exist µ ≥ 1 such that
πω ≥ 1
µNd
∀ω ∈ [N ]d,
which ensures that each entry is observed with some positive probability. This observation
model includes both uniform and non-uniform sampling and is a better fit than uniform
sampling in many practical applications.
4.2 M-norm constrained least squares estimation
Given a collection of noisy observations {Yωt}mt=1 of a low-rank tensor T ♯, following
the observation model (16), we solve a least squares problem to find an estimate of T ♯.
Consider the set of bounded M-norm tensors with bounded infinity norm
KTM(α,R) := {T ∈ RN1×N2×···×Nd : ‖T‖∞≤ α, ‖T‖M≤ R}.
Notice that assuming that T ♯ has rank r and ‖T ♯‖∞≤ α, Theorem 7 ensures that a choice
of R = (r
√
r)d−1α is sufficient to include T ♯ in KTM(α,R). Defining
Lm(X, Y ) := 1
m
m∑
t=1
(Xωt − Yωt)2, (17)
we bound the recovery error for the estimate TˆM obtained by solving the optimization
problem
TˆM = arg min
X
Lm(X, Y ) subject to X ∈ KTM(α,R), R ≥ α. (18)
In words, TˆM is a tensor with entries bounded by α and M-norm less than R that is
closest to the sampled tensor in Frobenius norm.
We now state the main result on the performance of M-norm constrained tensor
completion as in (18) for recovering a bounded low-rank tensor.
Theorem 8. Consider an order-d tensor T ♯ ∈⊗di=1RN with ‖T ♯‖∞≤ α and ‖T ♯‖M≤ R.
Given a collection of noisy observations {Yωt}mt=1 following the observation model (16)
where the noise sequence ξt are i.i.d. standard normal random variables, there exist a
constant C < 20 such that the minimizer TˆM of (18) satisfies:
‖TˆM − T ♯‖2Π:=
∑
ω
πω(TˆM(ω)− T ♯(ω))2 ≤ C (σ(R + α) +Rα)
√
dN
m
, (19)
with probability greater than 1− e
−N
ln(N) − e−dN .
Corollary 9. If we assume each entry of the tensor is sampled with some positive prob-
ability, πω ≥ 1µNd ∀ω ∈ [N ]d, then for a sample size m > dN , we get
1
Nd
‖TˆM − T ♯‖2F≤ Cµ(α + σ)R
√
dN
m
. (20)
with probability greater than 1− e
−N
ln(N) − e−dN .
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Remark 10. In Section 1.2, we presented a simplified version of the above theorem when
µ = 1 and T ♯ is a rank-r tensor which uses the bound ‖T ♯‖M< (r
√
r)d−1α proved in
Theorem 7.
Remark 11. The upper bound (19) is general and does not impose any restrictions on
the sampling distribution π. However, the recovery error depends on the distribution.
In particular, the entries that have a bigger probability of being sampled have a better
recovery guarantee compared to the ones that are sampled with smaller probability.
Corollary 12. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 8 but assuming instead that
ξt are independent sub-exponential random variables with sub exponential norm K such
that
max
n=1,···,n
E[exp(
|ξt|
K
)] ≤ e,
for a sample size m > dN , we get
1
Nd
‖TˆM − T ♯‖2F≤ Cµ(α + σK)R
√
dN
m
. (21)
with probability greater than 1− 2e
−N
ln(N) .
Although equation (21) proves linear dependence of sample complexity with N , we are
not aware of a polynomial-time method for estimating (or even attempting to estimate)
the solution of (18). However, we later propose an algorithm that is inspired by max-
qnorm constrained tensor completion and illustrate its efficiency numerically. Therefore,
now we analyze the error bound of max-qnorm constrained tensor completion which is
very similar to the error bound of (18). To this end, we define the set of low max-qnorm
tensors as
KTmax(α,R) := {T ∈ RN1×N2×···×Nd : ‖T‖∞≤ α, ‖T‖max≤ R}.
Note that, Theorem 7 ensures that a choice of R =
√
rd
2−dα is sufficient to include T ♯ in
KTmax(α,R). The following theorem provides the bound on max-qnorm constrained LS
estimation.
Theorem 13. Consider an order-d tensor T ♯ ∈⊗di=1RN with ‖T ♯‖∞≤ α and ‖T ♯‖max≤
R. Given a collection of noisy observations {Yωt}mt=1 following the observation model (16)
where the noise sequence ξt are i.i.d. standard normal random variables, define
Tˆ
max
= arg min
X
Lm(X, Y ) subject to X ∈ KTmax(α,R), R ≥ α. (22)
Then there exist a constant Cd such that the minimizer TˆM of (18) satisfies:
‖Tˆ
max
− T ♯‖2Π=
∑
ω
πω(Tˆmax(ω)− T ♯(ω))2 ≤ Cd (σ(R + α) +Rα)
√
dN
m
, (23)
with probability greater than 1− e
−N
ln(N) − e−dN .
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Corollary 14. Moreover, if we assume each entry of the tensor is sampled with some
positive probability, πω ≥ 1µNd ∀ω ∈ [N ]d, and for a sample size m > dN , we get
1
Nd
‖Tˆ
max
− T ♯‖2F≤ Cdµ(α + σ)R
√
dN
m
. (24)
with probability greater than 1− e
−N
ln(N) − e−dN .
Remark 15. In Section 1.2, we presented a simplified version of the above theorem when
µ = 1 and T ♯ is a rank-r tensor which uses the bound ‖T ♯‖max< α
√
rd
2−d proved in
Theorem 7.
The proof of this theorem is very similar to the proof of Theorem 8. The only differ-
ences are: (i) the max-qnorm is a quasi-norm and therefore the max-qnorm of the error
tensor (Tˆmax − T ♯) is bounded by 2d−1R; (ii) the unit ball of max-qnorm is larger than
the unit ball of M-norm. The details of these differences are provided in Remark 27 in
Section 8.4.
5 Comparison to past results
As discussed in Section 2.2, there are several works that have considered max-norm
for matrix completion [21, 24, 43, 60, 63]. However, the closest work to our result is [9],
where the authors study max-norm constrained matrix completion, which is a special
case of max-qnorm constrained tensor completion with d = 2. Here, we have generalized
the framework of [9] to the problem of tensor completion. Although the main ideas of
the proof are similar, the new ingredients include building a machinery for analyzing the
max-qnorm and M-norm of low rank tensors, as explained in Section 3. As expected, our
result reduces to the one in the [9] when d = 2. More interestingly when d > 2, compared
to the matrix error bound, the only values in upper bound (19) that change is the upper
bound on the max-qnorm of the d-th order tensor (which is independent of N) and the
order d, which changes the constants slightly.
As can be seen from Theorem 7, for a rank-r tensor T with ‖T‖∞≤ α, we have ‖T‖M≤
(r
√
r)d−1α. Therefore, assuming α = O(1), to obtain an error bound of 1
Nd
‖TˆM−T ♯‖2F≤ ǫ,
it is sufficient to have m > C (r
√
r)d−1dN
ǫ2
samples. Similarly, using the max-qnorm, for an
approximation error bounded by ǫ, it is sufficient to obtain m > Cd
rd
2−ddN
ǫ2
samples. In
contrast, the sufficient number of measurements with the best possible matricization is
m > C rN
⌈ d2 ⌉
ǫ2
, significantly bigger for higher order tensors.
Tensor completion using nuclear-norm gives significantly inferior bounds as well. In
particular, fixing r, and d, compared to latest results on tensor completion using nuclear-
norm [70], using M-norm lowers the theoretical sufficient number of measurements from
O(N
d
2 ) to O(dN).
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6 Information theoretic lower bound
To prove a lower bound on the performance of (18), we employ a classical informa-
tion theoretic technique to establish a minimax lower bound for non-uniform sampling of
random tensor completion on the max-qnorm ball. A similar strategy in the matrix case
has been used in [9,18]. In order to derive a lower bound on the performance of (18), we
find a set of tensors in the set KTM that are sufficiently far away from each other. Fano’s
inequality implies that with the finite amount of information that we have, there is no
method that can differentiate between all the elements of a set with too many elements
and therefore any method will fail to recover at least one of them with a large probability.
The main idea and the techniques closely follow [9, Section 6.2]; therefore we only explain
the main steps we take to generalize this approach from matrices to tensors.
For simplicity we assume N1 = N2 = · · · = Nd = N . Similar to the upper bound case,
we analyze a general restriction on the max-qnorm of the tensors instead of concentrating
on low-rank tensors. Plugging the upper bound of the max-qnorm of low-rank tensors as
a special case provides a lower bound for low-rank tensors as well.
Restating the set of bounded low M-norm tensors given by
KTM(α,R) := {T ∈ RN×N×···×N : ‖T‖∞≤ α, ‖T‖M≤ R}, (25)
We will find a lower bound on the recovery error of any method that takes {Yωt}mt=1 as
input and outputs an estimate Tˆ . This includes TˆM that is obtained by
TˆM = arg min
X
Lm(X, Y ) subject to X ∈ KTM(α,R). (26)
In particular, we show that when the sampling distribution satisfies
µ
Nd
≤ minωπω ≤ max
ω
πω ≤ L
Nd
,
the M-norm constrained least squares estimator is rate optimal on KTM(α,R).
Theorem 16. Assume that the noise sequence ξt are i.i.d. standard normal random
variables and the sampling distribution Π satisfies maxω πω ≤ LNd . Fix α, R, and N , and
m such that
R2 ≥ 48α
2K2G
N
, (27)
then the minimax recover error is lower bounded by
inf
TˆM
sup
T∈KTM (α,R)
1
Nd
E‖TˆM − T‖2F≥ min{
α2
16
,
σR
128
√
2KG
√
N
mL
}. (28)
Remark 17. Comparing the above theorem with (21), we observe that as long as σR
128
√
2KG
√
N
mL
<
α2
16
, M-norm constrained tensor completion is optimal in both N and R.
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7 Experiments
In this section, we present algorithms that we use to solve (22) and experiments
concerning max-qnorm of specific classes of tensors and max-qnorm constrained tensor
completion. As mentioned before most of the typical procedures such as calculating the
nuclear norm or even calculating the rank of a tensor are NP-hard. The situation seems
even more hopeless if we consider the results of [2] which connects 3-dimensional tensor
completion with refuting 3-SATs, which has a long line of research behind it. In short,
if we assume that either max-qnorm or M-norm is computable in polynomial time, a
conjecture of [17] for refuting 3-SATs will be disproved. All these being said, the current
paper is the first paper considering max-qnorm for tensor completion and the prelimi-
nary results we show in this section are promising, outperforming matricization in every
experiment we ran, and even outperforming the TenALS algorithm of [33].
In this section, we concentrate on (22) instead of (18) as we are not aware of any
algorithm that can even attempt to solve (18) and simple heuristic algorithms we de-
signed for (22) give promising results even though we do not know of any algorithm that
is known to converge due to the non-convexity of the optimization problem (22).
There are two questions that need to be answered while solving (22). First is how to
choose the max-qnorm bound R, and second is how to solve the least squares problem
once R is fixed. We address both these question in the next sections. We also run some
experiments to estimate the tensor max-qnorm of some specific classes of tensors to get
an idea of the dependency of the max-qnorm of a tensor on its size and rank. Finally,
we compare the results of max-qnorm constrained tensor completion with TenALS and
matricizing.
7.1 Algorithms for max-qnorm constrained least squares esti-
mation
In this section, we introduce a few algorithms that attempt to solve (or approximate
the solution of) (22). Defining f(V1, · · · , Vd, Y ) := Lm((V1 ◦ · · · ◦ Vd), Y ), we minimize
minf(V1, · · · , Vd, Y ) subject to max
i
(‖Vi‖2,∞) ≤ d
√
R, (29)
where R is the max-qnorm constraint. In the definition of the max-qnorm, there is no
limitation on the column size of the factors Vi.
In the experiments we run in this section, we limit the factor sizes to N × 2N . Al-
though, this is an arbitrary value and we haven’t derived an error bound in the max-qnorm
of tensors with this limitation, we believe (and our experiments also confirm) that this
choice is large enough when r << N . We defer the exact details of the effect of this
choice on the error bounds to future work.
All the algorithms mentioned in this section are first order methods that are scalable
for higher dimensions and just require access to first derivative of the loss function.
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7.1.1 Projected gradient
The first algorithm is the projected gradient algorithm that for each factor, fixes all
the other factors and takes a step according to the gradient of the loss function. Next,
we project back all the factors on the set C := {X|‖X‖2,∞≤ d
√
R}. To be precise, for
each factor Vi, define the matricization of T = V1 ◦ · · · ◦ Vd along the i-th dimension, Ti,
to be Ti = Vi ◦ Ri and define fi(X) := L((X ◦ Ri), Yi), where Yi is the matricization of
Y along its i-th dimension. Fixing a step size γ, the algorithm updates all the factors in
parallel via
[Vi]← PC([Vi − γ ▽ (fi)Ri]). (30)
where, PC simply projects the factor onto the set of matrices with ℓ2-infinity norm less
than
d
√
R. This projection looks at each row of the matrix and if the norm of a row is
bigger than
d
√
R, it scales that row back down to
d
√
R and leaves other rows unchanged.
This algorithm is a well known algorithm with a lot of efficient implementations and
modifications. Furthermore, using armijo line search rule to guarantee sufficient decrease
of the loss function, it is guaranteed to find a stationary point of (29).
7.1.2 Projected quasi-Newton
Stacking all the factors in a matrix X ,
X =


V1
V2
...
Vd


and defining f(X) := Lm((V1 ◦ · · · ◦ Vd), Y ), this algorithm uses BFGS quasi-Newton
method to form a quadratic approximation to the function at the current estimate and
then uses spectral projected gradient (SPG) method to minimize this quadratic function,
constrained to X ∈ C. We use the implementation of [58] which uses limited memory
BFGS and uses a Barzilai-Borwein scaling of the gradient, and use a non-monotone
Armijo line search along the feasible direction to find the next iterate in the SPG step.
7.1.3 Stochastic gradient
The loss function
Lm(X, Y ) = 1
m
m∑
t=1
(Xωt − Yωt)2,
is decomposable into the sum of m loss functions, each concerning one observed entry.
This makes it very easy to use stochastic gradient methods that at each iteration take
one or more of the entries, and find the feasible direction according to this subset of
observations. In particular, at each iteration, we take a subset of the m entries, S ⊂ Ω,
and minimize the loss function
LS(X, Y ) = 1|S|
∑
ωt∈S
(Xωt − Yωt)2.
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This approach is useful when we are dealing with very high dimension sizes and
accessing all the measurements at once is not an option or very costly. There has been
plenty of research on the efficiency of this method and its recovery guarantees [41]. The
projection part is done as before with the advantage that we just need to project the
rows in the factors that correspond to the subset of entries chosen in this iteration and
not necessarily all of them which saves time in large applications.
7.2 Experiment on max-qnorm of tensors
In this section, we run an experiment to find the dependency of the max-qnorm on
its rank and size. To this end, we consider tensors whose low-rank factors come from
Gaussian distribution. We also mention the results for tensors coming from random sign
factors. Although in comparison with other ways of generating low-rank tensors, these
specific classes of tensors do not necessarily represent tensors with highest possibles max-
qnorm, they can be helpful in giving us an idea of how does the max-qnorm scale with
size and rank.
In order to estimate the max-qnorm of a tensor, we employ a max-qnorm constrained
tensor completion while accessing all the entries of the tensor and find the smallest con-
straint that successfully recovers the tensor. Using the bisection method to estimate
the max-qnorm of the tensor, starting from a lower bound and an upper bound for the
max-qnorm of the tensor we first check if the tensor can be recovered with max-qnorm
bound equal to the average of the upper bound and the lower bound. Next, we increase
the lower bound if the max-qnorm constraint is too small for full recovery and reduce the
upper bound if the max-qnorm bound is large enough. Algorithm 1 explains this algo-
rithm in more details. For small ranks we get to the approximate max-qnorm very fast,
for example, in less than log(rankdim−1) + k iterations we can estimate the max-qnorm
with an error less than 2−k. Moreover, we assume successful recovery is achieved once
the root means squared error (RMSE) is less than a small predefined value. This algo-
rithm becomes faster after the first iteration, as we use the factors found in the previous
iteration as a good initial point for the next iteration.
Figure 1 shows the results for both 3 and 4 dimensional tensors when low-rank factors
are drawn either from Gaussian distribution 1.a, and 1.b or from Bernoulli distribution
1.c. In both cases we have considered r ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 10}, and N ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20} for the
3-dimensional case and N ∈ {5, 10} for the 4-dimensional case. In all the cases the av-
erage max-qnorm is similar for different value of N when rank and order is fixed. These
results confirm that max-qnorm of a tensor just depends on its rank and its order and is
independent of the size of the tensor.
The results are averaged over 15 experiments. Because of the linear effect of infinity
norm of a tensor on its max-qnorm, we rescale all tensors to have‖T‖∞= 1 before esti-
mating their max-qnorm. Comparing Figure 1.a and 1.b shows that the max-qnorm is
around
√
r for d = 3, and r for d = 4. These values are attained exactly when the factors
are drawn from Bernoulli random variables. Moreover, the dependence is constant when
d = 2. This suggests a multiplicative increase of
√
r when the order is increased by one.
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Algorithm 1 Estimating max-qnorm of a tensor T
1: Input T , Ω = [N1]× [N2]× · · · × [Nd], lowerbound, upperbound
2: Output ‖T‖max with an estimation error of at most 0.01
3: for iteration =1 to ⌈log2(upperbound− lowerbound)⌉+ 6 do
4: Tˆ = argmin
X∈RN1×···×RNd
‖XΩ − TΩ‖2F subject to ‖X‖max≤ lowerbound+upperbound2
5: end for
6: RMSE = ‖X−T‖F√∏i=d
i=1 Ni
7: if RMSE ≤ 1e− 3 then
8: upperbound = lowerbound+upperbound
2
9: else
10: lowerbound = lowerbound+upperbound
2
11: end if
12: return lowerbound+upperbound
2
However, whether or not the actual bound in general case is O(
√
rd
2−d) is an interesting
open question.
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Figure 1: Log-log plot of average max-qnorm of 3 and 4 dimensional low-rank tensors
obtained by Algorithm 1, for various rank and sizes, averaged over 15 draws for each rank
and size.
7.3 Automatic algorithm for choosing optimal max-qnorm bound
R
As explained, before, other than designing algorithms for solving constrained max-
qnorm minimization, we need to design a procedure to find good bounds on the max-
qnorm. The theoretical bounds found in this paper might not be tight and even if they
are proven to be tight, such theoretical upper bounds usually capture the worst-case sce-
narios which might not be optimal for a general problem. This issue is very important
as the result of the tensor completion is very dependent on choosing the right upper
bound. Other than this in many practical applications we don’t have access to the actual
rank of the underlying tensor which shows the importance of finding the upper bound
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automatically and not as an input to the optimization problem.
Algorithm 2 Tensor completion, with cross validation
1: Input possibly noisy measurements YΩ = TΩ + σN(0, 1), observed entries Ω,
lowerbound, upperbound
2: Output Tˆ
3: Divide the observations into Ωtrain, and Ωvalidate
4: for iteration =1 to ⌈log2(upperbound− lowerbound)⌉+ 6 do
5: for itercheck=0 to 4 do
6: bound(ietrcheck) =
itercheck
4
∗ upperbound+ 4−itercheck
4
∗ upperbounds
7: Tˆ (ietrcheck) = argmin
X∈RN1×···×RNd
‖XΩ − YΩ‖2F subject to ‖X‖max≤ boundcurrent
8: RMSE(itercheck) =
‖(Tˆ (itercheck)Ωvalidate−(Y )Ωvalidate‖F√
|Ωvalidate|
9: end for
10: minindex = argmin RMSE
11: lowerbound = bound(minindex − 1)
12: upperbound = bound(minindex + 1)
13: Tˆ = Tˆ (minindex)
14: end for
15: return Tˆ
The first approach is modifying algorithm 1 to find a good upper bound. There are
two complications with generalizing this approach. First, in tensor completion, we don’t
have access to the full tensor and we have to estimate the recovery error on the indices we
have not observed as otherwise choosing a large upper bound can result in over training,
i.e, fitting the observations exactly and losing the low-rank (and low max-qnorm) struc-
ture of the tensor. The other complication, is that in algorithm 1, we use RMSE < 1e−3
as an approximation for full recovery. Doing such a thing in a noisy problem is not pos-
sible and using the RMSE of the noise is an independent problem that depends on the
noise-type and is usually not optimal in a general case. Other than this when we have
access to the full tensor, using any upper bound bigger than some optimal upper bound
results in RMSE < 1e− 3 which is not the case in tensor completion due to over-fitting.
In other words, when we observe the full tensor, over-fitting is meaningless.
To address these two issues, we propose algorithm 2 for tensor completion that uses
cross validation for estimating the RMSE and uses a five-point search for the optimal
max-qnorm bound.
As explained above we need to find a way to estimate the true RMSE to avoid over-
fitting and also as a measure of how good the approximation is. In order to do this,
before starting the optimization process, we randomly divide the observed samples, Ω,
into two sets: Ωtrain and Ωvalidate and we solve each max-qnorm constrained sub-problem
just using the samples in Ωtrain which contains 80% of the total samples and use the
reserved samples Ωvalidate (20% of total samples) to estimate the RMSE. We are aware of
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Figure 2: All the possible situations in the five-point search algorithm. The leftmost and
the rightmost red dots are the previous lower bound and upper bound on the max-qnorm
R, respectively. The green intervals shows the new lower bound and upper bound based
on the RMSE.
more sophisticated cross validation algorithms that try to remove the bias in the samples
as much as possible. However, considering that each max-qnorm constrained tensor com-
pletion problem is expensive, our numerical results show that the simple cross validation
used in algorithm 2 is good enough for finding an approximately optimal upper bound.
Now we explain algorithm 2 more thoroughly. To find the optimal upper bound we
input a large enough upper bound and a small enough lower bound that are bigger and
smaller than the optimal max-qnorm bound and iteratively refine these bounds until the
two bounds become close to each other. To determine the next upper and lower bounds,
checking the middle point is not enough because unlike algorithm 1, the RMSE is not
going to be zero for bounds bigger than the optimal bound. Therefore, other than the
lower bound and the upper bound we calculate the RMSE using three points in the
interval of the lower bound and the upper bound as well and consider the best bound
among those three points to be the center of the new upper bound and the new lower
bound. The derivation of this approach is in Algorithm 2. A hand-wavy reasoning behind
this is assume that there is an optimal bound R♯ that gives the best RMSE, any bound
larger than R♯ results in over training and any bound smaller than R♯ results in under
training. This over-training or under-training becomes more severe when the bound is
further from the optimal max-qnorm bound and therefore the problem becomes finding
the minimum of a function where we don’t know the derivative of the function. Deriving
a provably exact algorithm to find the optimal upper bound in such a situation is an
interesting question that we postpone to future work. Assuming all the justification above
is roughly correct, Figure 2 shows that the five-point method explained in Algorithm 2
finds the optimal upper bound. Considering all the assumptions above to be true, the
figure plots the RMSE against the max-qnorm upper bound R, and shows all the possible
situations that the five points (red stars) can have in such a curve. The green lines shows
the new interval bounded by the new lower and upper bound. Notice that the optimal
value always stays in the middle of these two bounds. Our numerical experiments in
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the next section show that although this justification is not mathematically rigorous, the
final outcome is very promising. However, providing a better explanation or designing a
more rigorous method is an interesting future work.
7.4 Numerical results of low-rank tensor completion
In this section we present the results of max-qnorm constrained tensor completion,
and compare it with those of matricization and alternating least squares (tenALS) [33].
As explained in the beginning of Section 7, we pick the low-rank factors to have size
N × 2N . Although the choice of 2N is arbitrary, we believe it is large enough for small
ranks and does not result in large errors. This also has the additional benefit of not
requiring the knowledge of the exact rank of the tensors. As explained above, we just
assume the knowledge of an upper bound and a lower bound on the max-qnorm of the
tensor and use cross validation to the find the optimal max-qnorm bound. Obviously
the algorithm becomes faster if these bounds are closer to the actual max-qnorm of the
tensor.
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Figure 3: 3-dimensions, no noise Average relative recovery error
‖Trecovered−T ♯‖2F
‖T ♯‖2F
for
3-dimensional tensor T ∈ R50×50×50 and different ranks and samples.
Figures 3 and 4 show the results of completing a 50× 50× 50 tensor with m random
samples of it taken uniformly at random (without and with 10-db noise respectively).
The results are averaged over 15 experiments, with various ranks ranging from 3 to 30
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Figure 4: 3-dimensions, 10-db noise Average relative recovery error
‖Trecovered−T ♯‖2F
‖T ♯‖2F
for 3-dimensional tensor T ∈ R50×50×50 and different ranks and samples.
and sampling rate ranging from 0.01 to 0.1. The row i and column j of each subplot,
shows the average squared relative recovery error
‖T−Tˆ‖2F
‖T‖2F
for a random tensor with rank
i, where different columns represents different number of samples observed according to
(16). We rescale the true tensors to have infinity norm equal to 1 before adding the noise
and the RMSE of the noise is around 0.1. As expected in all experiments we get better
results with higher number of measurements m, and smaller rank r. The matricized
results are obtained by applying the Fixed Point Continuation with Approximate SVD
algorithm (FPCA), introduced in [48] to flattened 900 × 30 matrices (This algorithm
results in the best outcomes in our experiments, compared to other noisy matrix comple-
tion algorithms). Next, for a more fair comparison we have included the results of tensor
completion using alternating least squares (ALS) where the code is provided online [33].
The two plots in the second row show the max-qnorm constrained (MNC) results in two
scenarios. One with exact low-rank factors and second, as the theory suggests, with
factors with larger number of columns. Notice that the exact max-qnorm formulation
does not put any limitation on the number of columns of the factors and we chose 2N
to balance the computational cost and the accuracy of the computed max-qnorms. The
results unanimously show the advantage of using N×2N factors instead of N×r factors.
Although we are dealing with higher dimensional factors and this makes the algorithm a
little slower, using larger factors has the additional benefit of not getting stuck in local
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minima compared to exact low-rank factors. The ALS algorithm, show some discrep-
ancies in the results, i.e., there are cases that the average error increases with smaller
rank or higher sampling rate. We believe this is because of high non convexity in this
algorithm. We expected to see similar discrepancies in the max-qnorm results as well
but at least for these dimensions and setup, our algorithm seems to be able to run away
from local minima which is surprising. We can see the importance of this issue when we
compare the results of using N × r factors and N × 2N factors. It is worth mentioning
here that the ALS algorithm uses a number of initial vectors to use in the initialization
step and larger value gives better estimate at the expense of longer processing time. We
use 50 vectors so that the time spent by the algorithms is comparable to each other.
However, the result can be slightly improved if we use more initial vectors.
The results of matricization is always inferior to those of tensor completion with both
ALS and MNC which is expected, especially as here the tensors have an odd order. The
difference between matrix completion and MNC with N × 2N factors is significant. For
example, when m
Nd
= 0.1, Max-qnorm constrained TC (MNC) recovers all the tensor with
rank less 10, whereas matrix completion starts to fails for ranks bigger than 1.
In Figures 5 and 6 we have included the results for completing a 4-dimensional
20× 20× 20× 20 tensor. The results are similar to the 3-dimensional case and therefore
we are not including the exact low-rank factor results which are inferior to using N ×2N
factors. The available online code of ALS algorithm is not suitable for 4-dimensional
cases as well. Similar to the 3-dimensional case MNC TC always beats matrix comple-
tion. Notice that because of the even dimension, the matricization can be done in a more
balanced way and therefore, results of matrix completion are a little better compared to
the 3-dimensional case but still we can see the huge advantage of using tensor completion
instead of matricizing.
It is worth mentioning that although the algorithms take reasonable time for small
dimensions used here (less than 15 seconds in each case), it is still slower than matricizing.
In other words using tensors enjoys better sample complexity and can be used to save very
large data but it comes at the cost of computational complexity. Deriving scalable and
efficient algorithms is an interesting and necessary future work for practical applications.
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Matricized TC using FPCA algorithm
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MNC TC with N*2N factors
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Figure 5: 4-dimensions, no noise Average relative recovery error
‖Trecovered−T ♯‖2F
‖T ♯‖2F
for
4-dimensional tensor T ∈ R20×20×20×20×20 and different ranks and samples. The plot on
the left shows the results for the 400× 400 matricized case.
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Figure 6: 4-dimensions, 10-db noise Average relative recovery error
‖Trecovered−T ♯‖2F
‖T ♯‖2F
for 4-dimensional tensor T ∈ R20×20×20×20 and different ranks and samples. The plot on
the left shows the results for the 400× 400 matricized case.
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8 Proofs
8.1 Proof of Theorem 4
Notice that for any tensors T and X , there exist decompositions T = U (1) ◦ U (2) ◦
· · · ◦ U (d) and X = V (1) ◦ V (2) ◦ · · · ◦ V (d), where ‖U (j)‖2,∞≤ (‖T‖max) 1d and ‖V (j)‖2,∞≤
(‖X‖max) 1d . Moreover, one way to factorize the tensor X + T is by concatenating the
factors of X and T as X + T = [U (1), V (1)] ◦ [U (2), V (2)] ◦ · · · ◦ [U (d), V (d)] and therefore,
‖X + T‖max ≤ Πdj=1‖[U (j), V (j)]‖2,∞≤ (
√
‖X‖
2
d
max+‖T‖
2
d
max)
d ≤ 2 d2−1(‖X‖max+‖T‖max),
which proves that max-qnorm is a quasi-norm. Notice that the last inequality follows
from the inequality |a+ b|p≤ 2p−1(|a|p+|b|p) for p > 1. It is easy to check that the max-
qnorm satisfies the triangle inequality, when d = 2. However, this is not true for d > 2.
Next, we prove this for d = 3 and higher order cases can be proven similarly.
The main challenge in proving that the max-qnorm does not satisfy the triangle-inequality
when d = 3 is that the size of the factors is not fixed. However, it can be observed from
the following simple counter-example. Let T = T1 + T2, where T1 =
[
1
0
]
◦
[
1
0
]
◦
[
1
0
]
,
and T2 =
[
1
1
]
◦
[
1
1
]
◦
[
1
1
]
, and note that T is a rank-2, 2 × 2 × 2 tensor. Here, T1 and
T2 are rank-1 tensors with ‖T1‖max= 1 and ‖T2‖max= 1 (notice that for any T , ‖T‖max≥
‖T‖∞). Therefore, if max-qnorm satisfies triangle-inequality, then ‖T‖max cannot exceed
2. In what follows we prove that this is not possible. If ‖T‖max≤ 2, then there exists a
decomposition T = U (1) ◦ U (2) ◦ U (3) such that ‖T‖max=
∏3
j=1‖U (j)‖2,∞≤ 2, and with a
simple rescaling of the factors,
‖U (1)‖2,∞≤
√
2, ‖U (2)‖2,∞≤
√
2, ‖U (3)‖2,∞≤ 1. (31)
First, notice that T is an all-ones tensor except for one entry where T (1, 1, 1) = 2.
Defining the generalized inner product as
〈x1, · · · , xd〉 :=
k∑
i=1
d∏
j=1
xj(i), (32)
this means that
〈U (1)(1, :), U (2)(1, :), U (3)(1, :)〉 = 2. (33)
Using Cauchy-Schwarz
〈U (1)(1, :), U (2)(1, :), U (3)(1, :)〉 ≤ ‖U (1)(1, :)‖ ‖U (2)(1, :)‖ ‖U (3)(1, :)‖∞. (34)
Combining (31), (33), and (34), we get
2 ≤ ‖U (1)(1, :)‖ ‖U (2)(1, :)‖≤ ‖U (1)‖2,∞ ‖U (2)‖2,∞≤ 2,
which together with (31) proves that
‖U (1)(1, :)‖=
√
2, and ‖U (2)(1, :)‖=
√
2. (35)
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Moreover, similarly
2 ≤ 2‖U (3)(1, :)‖∞≤ 2 ⇒ ‖U (3)(1, :)‖∞= 1.
Notice that ‖U (3)(1, :)‖≤ 1, and ‖U (3)(1, :)‖∞= 1 which proves that U (3)(1, :) is an all
zeros vector with a single non-zero entry of one. Remember that the number of columns
of U (3) is arbitrary. Without loss of generality, we can assume
U (3)(1, :) = (1, 0, · · · , 0). (36)
Combining this with (33), and (35) we can also prove that
U (1)(1, :) = U (2)(1, :) = (
√
2, 0, · · · , 0). (37)
Now from T (1, 1, 2) = 1 and the above two equations we have to have U (3)(2, 1) = 1
2
and
similarly U (2)(2, 1) = 1√
2
. Finally T (1, 2, 2) = U (1)(1, 1) U (2)(2, 1) U (3)(2, 1) =
√
2 1√
2
1
2
= 1
2
which is a contradiction.
8.2 Proof of Lemma 5
Characterization of the unit ball of the atomic M-norm follows directly from (14).
By definition, any tensor T with ‖T‖M≤ 1 is a convex combination of the atoms of T±,
T =
∑
X∈T± cXX, cX > 0 with
∑
X∈T± cX = 1. This proves that BM (1) = conv(T±).
To characterize the unit ball of max-qnorm, we use a generalization of Grothendieck’s
theorem to higher order tensors [6, 66]. First, we generalize the matrix ‖·‖∞,1 norm
(‖M‖∞,1:= sup
‖x‖∞=1
‖Mx‖1) as:
Definition 18. ‖T‖∞,1:= sup
‖x1‖∞,···,‖xd‖∞≤1
|∑N1i1=1 · · ·∑Ndid=1 T (i1, · · · , id)x1(i1) · · ·xd(id)|.
Theorem 19 (Generalized Grothendieck theorem). Let T be an order-d tensor such
that
‖T‖∞,1 ↔ sup
‖x1‖∞,···,‖xd‖∞≤1
|
N1∑
i1=1
· · ·
Nd∑
id=1
T (i1, · · · , id)x1(i1) · · ·xd(id)|≤ 1,
and let ujij ∈ Rk, 1 ≤ j ≤ d, 1 ≤ ij ≤ Nj be
∑
Nj vectors such that ‖ujij‖≤ 1. Then
|
N1∑
i1=1
· · ·
Nd∑
id=1
T (i1, · · · , id)〈u1i1, u2i2, · · · , udid〉|≤ c1cd2, (38)
where 〈u1i1, u2i2, · · · , udid〉 is the generalized inner product of u1i1, u2i2, · · · , udid as defined in
(32). Here, c1 ≤ KG5 and c2 ≤ 2.83.
Now we use Theorem 19 to prove Lemma 5.
Proof of Lemma 5: The dual norm of the max-qnorm is
‖T‖∗max= max‖U‖max≤1〈T, U〉 = max‖u1i1‖,···,‖udid‖≤1
N1∑
i1=1
· · ·
Nd∑
id=1
T (i1, · · · , id)〈u1i1, u2i2, · · · , udid〉. (39)
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Above, the length of the vectors u1i1, · · · , udid is not constrained. Using Theorem 19,‖T‖∗max≤ c1cd2‖T‖∞,1. On the other hand, for u1i1 , · · · , udid ∈ R the right hand side of (39)
is equal to ‖T‖∞,1. Therefore, ‖T‖∞,1≤ ‖T‖∗max. Taking the dual:
‖T‖∗∞,1
c1c
d
2
≤ (‖T‖∗max)∗ ≤ ‖T‖∗∞,1 (40)
Notice that the max-qnorm, defined in (5) is a quasi-norm and therefore, (‖T‖∗max)∗ is
not equal to ‖T‖max. However, notice that the max-qnorm is absolutely homogeneous
and therefore,
(‖T‖∗max)∗ = max‖Z‖∗max≤1〈T, Z〉 ≤ ‖T‖max.
which implies that
‖T‖∗∞,1
c1c
d
2
≤ ‖T‖max. (41)
To calculate the unit ball of ‖.‖∗∞,1, notice that the argument of the supremum in Defini-
tion 18 is linear in each variable xj(ij) and as −1 ≤ xj(ij) ≤ 1, the supremum is achieved
when xj(ij) = ±1 which means that ‖T‖∞,1= sup
U∈T±
|〈T, U〉|. Therefore, conv(T±) is the
unit ball of ‖.‖∗∞,1 and Lemma 5 (ii) follows from (41).
8.3 Proof of Theorem 7
In order to prove the tensor max-qnorm bound, we first sketch the proof of [54] for the
matrix case. That is, assuming that M ia s matrix with rank(M) = r and ‖M‖∞≤ α,
we show that there exist a decomposition M = U ◦ V where U ∈ RN1×r, V ∈ RN2×r
and ‖U‖2,∞≤
√
r, ‖V ‖2,∞≤ α. To prove this, we first state a version of the John’s
theorem [54].
Theorem 20 (John’s theorem [34]). For any full-dimensional symmetric convex set K ⊆
Rr and any ellipsoid E ⊆ Rr that is centered at the origin, there exists an invertible linear
map S so that E ⊆ S(K) ⊆ √rE.
Theorem 21. [54, Corollary 2.2] For any rank-r matrix M ∈ RN1×N2 with ‖M‖∞≤ α
there exist vectors u1, · · · , uN1, v1, · · · , vN2 ∈ Rr such that 〈ui, vj〉 = Mi,j and ‖ui‖≤
√
r
and ‖vj‖≤ α.
The proof is based on considering any rank-r decomposition of M = X ◦ Y where,
X ∈ RN1×r and Y ∈ RN2×r and Mi,j = 〈xi, yj〉. Defining K to be the convex hull of the
set {±xi : i ∈ [N1]}. Then using the linear map S in John’s Theorem for the set K with
the ellipsoid E = Br := {x ∈ Rr : ‖x‖2≤ 1}, the decomposition M = (XS) ◦ (Y S−1)
satisfies the conditions of Theorem 21 [54].
The following lemma proves the existence of a nuclear decomposition for bounded
rank-r tensors, which can be used directly to bound the M-norm of a bounded rank-r
tensor.
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Lemma 22. Any order-d, rank-r tensor T , with ‖T‖∞≤ α can be decomposed into rd−1
rank-one tensors whose components have unit infinity norm such that
T =
rd−1∑
j=1
σju
1
j ◦ u2j ◦ · · · ◦ udj , ‖u1j‖∞, · · · , ‖udj‖∞≤ 1, with
∑
|σj |≤ (r
√
r)d−1α. (42)
Proof: We prove this lemma by induction. The proof for d = 2 follows directly
from applying John’s theorem to a rank-r decomposition of T , i.e., T = XS ◦ Y S−1
where T = X ◦ Y . Now assume an order-d tensor which can be written as T =∑r
j=1 λjv
1
j ◦ v2j ◦ · · · ◦ vdj and ‖T‖∞≤ α. Matricizing along the first dimension results in
T[1] =
∑r
i=1(λiu
(1)
i )◦(u(2)i ⊗· · ·⊗u(d)i ). Using MATLAB notation we can write T[1] = U ◦V
where U(:, i) = λiu
(1)
i ∈ RN1 , and V (:, i) = u(2)i ⊗ · · · ⊗ u(d)i ∈ RΠk=dk=2Nk .
Using John’s theorem, there exist S ∈ Rr×r where T[1] = X ◦ Y where X = US,
Y = V S−1, ‖X‖∞≤ ‖X‖2,∞≤
√
r, and ‖Y ‖∞≤ ‖Y ‖2,∞≤ α. Furthermore, each col-
umn of Y is a linear combination of the columns of V , i.e., there exist ζ1, · · · ζr such
that Y (:, i) =
∑r
j=1 ζj(u
(2)
j ⊗ · · · ⊗ u(d)j ). Therefore, unfolding i-th column of Y into a
(d− 1)-dimensional tensor Ei ∈ RN2×···×Nd would result in a rank-r, (d− 1)-dimensional
tensor with ‖Ei‖∞≤ ‖Y ‖∞≤ α. By induction, Ei can be decomposed into rd−2 rank-one
tensors with bounded factors, i.e., Ei =
∑rd−2
j=1 σi,jv
1
i,j ◦ v2i,j ◦ · · · ◦ vdi,j, where ‖vi,j‖∞≤ 1
and
∑|σi,j|≤ (r√r)d−2α.
Going back to the original tensor, as T[1] = X ◦ Y , we also have T =
∑r
i=1X(:, i) ◦
(
∑rd−2
j=1 σi,jv
1
i,j ◦v2i,j ◦· · ·◦vdi,j). Notice that ‖X(:, i)‖∞≤
√
r. Therefore, by distributing the
outer product and rearranging, we get T =
∑rd−1
j=1 σju
1
j ◦u2j ◦· · ·◦udj , ‖u1j‖∞, · · · , ‖udj‖∞≤ 1
and
∑|σj |≤ ∑ri=1√r ((r√r)d−2α) = (r√r)d−1α, which concludes the proof or Lemma
22. This lemma can be used directly to bound the M-norm of a bounded rank-r tensor.
Next, we bound the max-qnorm of a bounded rank-r tensor. The following lemma
proves the existence of a nuclear decomposition for bounded rank-r tensors, which can
be used directly to bound their max-qnorm. As the max norm is linear, without loss of
generality we assume ‖T‖∞≤ 1.
Lemma 23. Any order-d, rank-r tensor T ∈⊗di=1RNi, with ‖T‖∞≤ 1 can be decomposed
into rd−1 rank-one tensors, T =
∑rd−1
j=1 u
1
j ◦ u2j ◦ · · · ◦ udj , where:
rd−1∑
j=1
(ukj (t))
2 ≤ rd−1 for any 1 ≤ k ≤ d, 1 ≤ t ≤ Nk. (43)
Notice that
√∑rd−1
j=1 (u
k
j (t))
2 is the spectral norm of j-th row of k-th factor of T , i.e.,∑rd−1
j=1 (u
k
j (t))
2 ≤ rd−1 means that the two-infinity norm of the factors is bounded by
√
rd−1.
Remark 24. [Proof by Lemma 22] At the end of this subsection, we provide a proof for
the lemma as stated above. However, using the decomposition obtained in Lemma 22,
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we can find a decomposition with
∑rd−1
j=1 (u
k
j (t))
2 ≤ rd. To do this notice that by Lemma
22, and defining ~σ := {σ1, · · · , σrd−1} we can write
T =
rd−1∑
j=1
σjv
1
j ◦ v2j ◦ · · · ◦ vdj , ‖v1j‖∞, · · · , ‖vdj ‖∞≤ 1, with ‖~σ‖1≤ (r
√
r)d−1.
Now define
ukj := (σj)
1
dvkj for any 1 ≤ k ≤ d, 1 ≤ t ≤ Nk.
It is easy to check that T =
∑rd−1
j=1 u
1
j ◦ u2j ◦ · · · ◦ udj and
rd−1∑
j=1
(ukj (t))
2 =
rd−1∑
j=1
σ
2
d
j (v
k
j (t))
2 ≤
rd−1∑
j=1
σ
2
d
j = ‖~σ‖
2
d
2
d
.
Using Holder’s inequality, when d ≥ 2 we have
rd−1∑
j=1
(ukj (t))
2 = ‖~σ‖
2
d
2
d
≤ ‖~σ‖
2
d
1 (r
d−1)1−
2
d ≤ r 3d−3d r (d−1)(d−2)d = r (d−1)(d+1)d ≤ rd
This proves an upper bound which is close to the one in the lemma. To get a more
optimal upper bound (the one stated in the Lemma 23) we need to go over the induction
steps as explained below.
Proof of Lemma 23: We prove this lemma by induction. The proof for d = 2
follows directly from applying John’s theorem to a rank-r decomposition of T , i.e.,
T = XS ◦ Y S−1 where T = X ◦ Y . Now assume an order-d tensor which can be written
as T =
∑r
j=1 u
1
j ◦u2j ◦ · · · ◦udj and ‖T‖∞≤ 1. Matricizing along the first dimension results
in T[1] =
∑r
i=1(u
(1)
i ) ◦ (u(2)i ⊗ · · · ⊗ u(d)i ). Using matrix notation we can write T[1] = U ◦ V
where U(:, i) = u
(1)
i ∈ RN1 , and V (:, i) = u(2)i ⊗ · · · ⊗ u(d)i ∈ RΠk=dk=2Nk .
Using John’s theorem, there exist S ∈ Rr×r where T[1] = X ◦ Y where X = US,
Y = V S−1, ‖X‖2,∞≤
√
r, and ‖Y ‖∞≤ ‖Y ‖2,∞≤ 1. More importantly, each column of Y
is a linear combination of the columns of V . More precisely, there exist ζ1, · · · ζr such that
Y (:, i) =
∑r
j=1 ζj(u
(2)
j ⊗ · · · ⊗ u(d)j ). Therefore, unfolding i-th column of Y into a (d− 1)-
dimensional tensor Ei ∈ RN2×···×Nd would result in a rank-r, (d − 1)-dimensional tensor
with ‖Ei‖∞≤ ‖Y ‖∞≤ 1. By induction, Ei can be decomposed into rd−2 rank-one tensors
where Ei =
∑rd−2
j=1 v
2
i,j ◦ v3i,j ◦ · · · ◦ vdi,j , where
∑rd−2
j=1 (v
k
i,j(t))
2 ≤ rd−2 for any 2 ≤ k ≤ d and
any 1 ≤ t ≤ Nk. Notice that the factors start from v2i,j to emphasize that E is generated
from the indices in the dimensions 2 to d.
Going back to the original tensor, as T[1] = X ◦ Y , we can write
T =
r∑
i=1
X(:, i) ◦ (
rd−2∑
j=1
v2i,j ◦ v3i,j ◦ · · · ◦ vdi,j).
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By distributing the outer product we get T =
∑r
i=1
∑rd−2
j=1 X(:, i) ◦ v2i,j ◦ v3i,j ◦ · · · ◦ vdi,j .
Renaming the vectors in the factors we get
T =
rd−1∑
k=1
u1k ◦ u2k ◦ · · · ◦ udk.
Now we bound the max norm of T using this decomposition by considering each factor
separately using the information we have about X and Eis.
Starting from the first factor, notice that ‖X‖2,∞≤
√
r or more precisely
∑r
i=1X(t, i)
2 ≤
r for any 1 ≤ t ≤ N1. By Careful examining of the two decompositions of T stated above,
we get
u1k = X(:,mod(k − 1, r) + 1)
and therefore
rd−1∑
k=1
(u1k(t))
2 = rd−2
r∑
i=1
X(t, i)2 ≤ rd−2r = rd−1, for any 1 ≤ t ≤ N1, (44)
which proves the lemma for the vectors in the first dimension of the decomposition.
For the second dimension, define j := mod(k − 1, rd−2) + 1, and j := k−j
rd−2
+ 1. Then
u2k = v
k
i,j,
and therefore,
rd−1∑
k=1
(u2k(t))
2 =
r∑
i=1
rd−2∑
j=1
(v2i,j(t))
2 ≤
r∑
i=1
rd−2 ≤ rd−1, for any 1 ≤ t ≤ N2, (45)
which finishes the proof the lemma for the vectors in the second dimension. All the other
dimensions can be bounded in an exact similar way to the second dimension.
The bound on the max-qnorm of a bounded rank-r tensor, follows directly from
Lemma 23 and definition of tensor max-qnorm.
Remark 25. In both lemmas 22 and 23, we start by decomposing a tensor T = U1 ◦ U2 ◦
· · · ◦ Ud into T[1] = U1 ◦ V and generating K (in the John’s theorem) by the rows of the
factor U1. Notice that John’s theorem requires the set K to be full-dimensional. This
condition is satisfied in the matrix case as the low rank decomposition of a matrix (with
the smallest rank) is full-dimensional. However, this is not necessarily the case for tensors.
In other words, the matricization along a dimension might have smaller rank than the
original tensor. To take care of this issue, consider a factor Uadd with the same size of U1
such that U1 + Uadd is full-dimensional. Now the tensor Tǫ = T + ǫUadd ◦ U2 ◦ · · · ◦ Udǫ
satisfies the conditions of the John’s theorem and by taking ǫ to zero we can prove that
‖T‖M= ‖Tǫ‖M and ‖T‖max= ‖Tǫ‖max. Notice that M-norm is convex and max-qnorm
satisfies ‖X + T‖max≤ (
√
‖X‖
2
d
max+‖T‖
2
d
max)
d.
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8.4 Proof of Theorem 8
In this section, we prove Theorem 8. We make use of Lemma 6 and Theorem 7 re-
peatedly. However, some parts of the other calculations are simple manipulations of the
proof in [9, Section 6].
For ease of notation define Tˆ := TˆM . Notice that T
♯ is feasible for (18) and therefore,
1
m
m∑
t=1
(Tˆωt − Yωt)2 ≤
1
m
m∑
t=1
(T ♯ωt − Yωt)2.
Plugging in Yωt = T (ωt) + σξt and defining ∆ = Tˆ − T ♯ ∈ KTM(2α, 2R) we get
1
m
m∑
t=1
∆(ωt)
2 ≤ 2σ
m
m∑
t=1
ξt∆(ωt). (46)
The proof is based on a lower bound on the left hand side of (46) and an upper bound
on its right hand side.
8.4.1 Upper bound on right hand side of (46)
First, we bound Rˆm(α,R) := sup
T∈KTM (α,R)
| 1
m
∑m
t=1 ξtT (ωt)| where ξt is a sequence of
N(0, 1) random variables. With probability at least 1 − δ over ξ = {ξt}, we can relate
this value to a Gaussian maxima as follows [53]:
sup
T∈KTM (α,R)
| 1
m
m∑
t=1
ξtT (ωt)| ≤ Eξ[ sup
T∈KTM (α,R)
| 1
m
m∑
t=1
ξtT (ωt)|] + πα
√
log(1
δ
)
2m
≤ R Eξ[ sup
T∈T±
| 1
m
m∑
t=1
ξtT (ωt)|] + πα
√
log(1
δ
)
2m
,
where T ∈ T± is the set of rank-one sign tensors with |T±|< 2Nd. Since for each T ,∑m
t=1 ξtT (ωt) is a Gaussian with mean zero and variance m, the expected maxima is
bounded by
√
2m log(|T±|). Gathering all the above information, we end up with the
following upper bound with probability larger than 1− δ:
sup
T∈KTM (α,R)
| 1
m
m∑
t=1
ξtT (ωt)|≤ R
√
2 log(2)Nd
m
+ πα
√
log(1
δ
)
2m
. (47)
Choosing δ = e−
Nd
2 , we get that with probability at least 1− e−Nd2
sup
T∈KTM (α,R)
| 1
m
m∑
t=1
ξtT (ωt)|≤ 2(R + α)
√
Nd
m
. (48)
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8.4.2 Lower bound on left hand side of (46)
In this section, we prove that with high probability, 1
m
∑m
t=1 T (ωt)
2 does not deviate
much from its expectation ‖T‖2Π. For ease of notation, define TS = (T (ω1), T (ω2), · · · , T (ωm))
to be the set of chosen samples drawn from Π where
‖T‖2Π=
1
m
ES∼Π‖TS‖22=
∑
ω
πωT (ω)
2.
We prove that with high probability over the samples,
1
m
‖TS‖22≥ ‖T‖2Π−fβ(m,N, d), (49)
hold uniformly for all tensors T ∈ KTM(1, β).
Lemma 26. Defining ∆(S) := sup
T∈KTM (1,β)
| 1
m
‖TS‖22−‖T‖2Π|, and assuming N, d > 2 and
m ≤ Nd, there exist a constant C > 20 such that
P(∆(S) > Cβ
√
Nd
m
) ≤ e −Nln(N) .
To prove this lemma, we show that we can bound the t-th moment of ∆(S) as
ES∼Π[∆(S)t] ≤
(
8β
√
Nd+ t ln(m)√
m
)t
. (50)
Before stating the proof of this bound, we show how we can use it to prove Lemma 26
by using Markov’s inequality.
P(∆(S) > Cβ
√
Nd
m
) = P
(
(∆(S))t > (Cβ
√
Nd
m
)t
)
≤ ES∼Π[∆(S)
t]
(Cβ
√
Nd
m
)t
. (51)
Using (50) and simplifying we get
P(∆(S) > Cβ
√
Nd
m
) ≤
(
4
√
Nd + tln(m)
C
√
Nd
)t
. Taking t = Nd
ln(m)
and for C > 12,
P(∆(S) > Cβ
√
Nd
m
) ≤ e
−Nd
ln(m) ≤ e
−N
ln(N) .
Now we prove (50) by using some basic techniques of probability in Banach space,
including symmetrization and contraction inequality [18, 42]. Regarding the tensor T ∈⊗d
i=1R
N as a function from [N ] × [N ] × · · · × [N ] → R, we define fT (ω1, ω2, · · · , ωd) :=
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T (ω1, ω2, · · · , ωd)2. We are interested in bounding ∆(S) := sup
fT :T∈KTM(1,β)
| 1
m
∑m
i=1 fT (ωi)−
E(fT (ωi))|. A standard symmetrization argument and using contraction principle yields
ES∼Π[∆(S)t] ≤ ES∼Π{2Eǫ[ sup
T∈KTM (1,β)
| 1
m
m∑
i=1
ǫiT (ωi)
2|]}t ≤ ES∼Π{4Eǫ[ sup
T∈KTM (1,β)
| 1
m
m∑
i=1
ǫiT (ωi)|]}t.
Notice that if TM ≤ β, then T ∈ βconv(T±) and therefore
ES∼Π[∆(S)t] ≤ ES∼Π{4βEǫ[ sup
T∈T±
| 1
m
m∑
i=1
ǫiT (ωi)|]}t = βtES∼Π{Eǫ[ sup
T∈T±
| 4
m
m∑
i=1
ǫi|]}t.
To bound the right hand side above notice that for any α > 0 [62, Theorem 36]
Pǫ(
4
m
m∑
i=1
ǫi ≥ α√
m
) = P
(
Binom(m,
1
2
) ≥ m
2
+
α
√
m
8
)
≤ e−α
2
16 .
Taking a union bound over T±, where |T±|≤ 2Nd we get
Pǫ[ sup
T∈T±
(| 4
m
m∑
i=1
ǫiT (ωi)|) ≥ α√
m
] ≤ 2Nd+1e−α
2
16 .
Combining the above result and using Jensen’s inequality, when t > 1
βtES∼Π{Eǫ[ sup
T∈T±
| 4
m
m∑
i=1
ǫi|]}t ≤ βtES∼Π{Eǫ[ sup
T∈T±
| 4
m
m∑
i=1
ǫi|]t} ≤ βt
(
(
α√
m
)t + 4t2Nd+1e
−α2
16
)
Choosing α =
√
16ln(4× 2Nd+1) + 4tln(m) and simplifying proves (50).
8.4.3 Gathering the results of (46), (48), and (49)
Now we combine the upper and lower bounds in the last two sections to prove Theorem
8. On one hand from (48), as ∆ ∈ KT (2α, 2R), we get
1
m
‖∆S‖22≤ 8σ(R + α)
√
Nd
m
,
with probability greater than 1−e−Nd2 . On the other hand, using Lemma 26 and rescaling,
we get
‖∆‖2Π≤
1
m
‖∆S‖22+CRα
√
Nd
m
},
with probability greater than 1− e
−N
ln(N) . The above two inequalities finishes the proof of
Theorem 8.
Remark 27. There are only two differences in the proof of theorem 8 and Theorem 13.
First is an extra constant, c1c
d
2, which shows up in Rademacher complexity of unit max-
qnorm ball which changes the constant C in Theorem 8 to Cc1c
d
2 in Theorem 13 and
second is the max-qnorm of the error tensor ∆ = Tˆ − T ♯ (refer to equation (46)) which
belongs to KTmax(2α, 2
d−1R) instead of KTmax(2α, 2R).
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8.5 Proof of Theorem 16
Packing set construction
In this section we construct a packing for the set KTM(α,R).
Lemma 28. Let r = ⌊( R
αKG
)2⌋ and let KTM(α,R) be defined as in (25) and let γ ≤ 1 be
such that r
γ2
is an integer and suppose r
γ2
≤ N . Then there exist a set χT ⊂ GTM(α,R)
with
|χT |≥ exp rN
16γ2
such that
1. For T ∈ χT , |T (ω)|= αγ for ω ∈ {[N ]× [N ] · · · [N ]}.
2. For any T (i), T (j) ∈ χT , T (i) 6= T (j)
‖T (i) − T (j)‖2F≥
α2γ2Nd
2
.
Proof: This packing is a tensor version of the packing set generated in [18] with similar
properties and our construction is based on the packing set generated there for low-
rank matrices with bounded entries. In particular we know that there exist a set χ ⊂
{M ∈ RN×N : ‖M‖∞≤ α, rank(M) = r} with |χ|≥ exp rN16γ2 and for any M (i),M (j) ∈ χ,
‖M (i) − M (j)‖2F≥ α
2γ2N2
2
when i 6= j. Take any M (k) ∈ χ. M (k) is a rank-r matrix
with ‖M (k)‖∞≤ α and therefore ‖M (k)‖max≤
√
rα which means there exist a nuclear
decomposition ofM (k) with bounded singular vectorsM (k) =
∑
i σiui◦vi, ‖ui‖∞, ‖vi‖∞≤
1, such that
∑
i=1|σi|≤ KG
√
rα. Define T (k) =
∑
i σiui ◦ vi ◦ ~1 · · · ◦ ~1 where ~1 ∈ RN is
the vector of all ones. Notice that ‖ui‖∞, ‖vi‖∞, ‖~1‖∞≤ 1 and therefore by definition,
‖T (k)‖M≤ KG
√
rα ≤ R by Lemma 5. The tensor is basically generated by stacking
the matrix M (k) along all the other d − 2 dimensions and therefore |T (k)(ω)|= αγ for
ω ∈ {[N ]× [N ] · · · [N ]}, and ‖T (k)‖∞≤ α. Hence we build χT from χ by taking the outer
product of the matrices in χ by the vector ~1 along all the other dimensions. obviously
|χT |= |χ|≥ exp rN
16γ2
. It just remains to prove
‖T (i) − T (j)‖2F≥
α2γ2Nd
2
.
Assuming that T (i) is generated from M (i) and T (j) is generated from M (j), since
T (i)(i1, i2, · · · , id) = M (i)(i1, i2), ‖T (i)−T (j)‖2F=
∑N
i1=1
∑N
i2=1
· · ·∑Nid=1(T (i)(i1, i2, · · · , id)−
T (j)(i1, i2, · · · , id))2 =
Nd−2
∑N
i1=1
∑N
i2=1
(M (i)(i1, i2)−M (j)(i1, i2))2 = Nd−2‖M (i)−M (j)‖2F≥ α
2γ2Nd
2
which con-
cludes proof of the lemma.
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Proof of Theorem 16
Now we use the construction in Lemma 28 to obtain a δ-packing set, χT of KTM , with
δ = αγ
√
Nd
2
. For the lower bound we assume that the sampling distribution satisfies
max
ω
πω ≤ L
Nd
. (52)
The proof is based on the proof in [9, Section 6.2] which we will rewrite the main parts
and refer to [9] for more details. The proof is based on two main arguments. First is
a lower bound on the ‖·‖F -risk in terms of the error in a multi-way hypothesis testing
problem
inf
Tˆ
sup
T∈GTM (α,R)
E‖Tˆ − T‖2F≥
δ2
4
min
T˜
P(T˜ 6= T ♯),
where T ♯ is uniformly distributed over the pacing set χT . Second argument is a variant
of the Fano’s inequality which conditioned on the observations S = {ω1, · · · , ωm}, gives
the lower bound
P(T˜ 6= T ♯|S) ≥ 1− (
(|χT |
2
)
)−1
∑
k 6=j K(T
k||T j) + log(2)
log|χT | , (53)
where K(T k||T j) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between distributions (YS|T k) and
(YS|T j). For our observation model with i.i.d. Gaussian noise, we have
K(T k||T j) = 1
2σ2
m∑
t=1
(T k(ωt)− T j(ωt))2,
and therefore,
ES [K(T
k||T j)] = m
2σ2
‖T k − T j‖2Π.
From the first property of the packing set generated in Lemma 28, ‖T k−T j‖2F≤ 4γ2Nd.
This combined (52) and (53) yields
P(T˜ 6= T ♯) ≥ 1−
32Lγ4α2m
σ2
+ 12γ2
rN
≥ 1− 32Lγ
4α2m
σ2rN
− 12γ
2
rN
≥ 3
4
− 32Lγ
4α2m
σ2rN
,
provided rN > 48. Now if γ4 ≤ σ2rN
128Lα2m
,
inf
Tˆ
sup
T∈KTM (α,R)
1
Nd
E‖Tˆ − T‖2F≥
α2γ2
16
.
Therefore, if σ
2rN
128Lα2m
≥ 1 choosing γ = 1 finishes the proof. Otherwise choosing
γ2 = σ
8
√
2α
√
rN
Lm
results in
inf
Tˆ
sup
T∈KT
M
(α,R)
1
Nd
E‖Tˆ − T‖2F≥
σα
128
√
2
√
rN
Lm
≥ σR
128
√
2KG
√
N
Lm
.
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9 Future directions and open problems
In this work we considered max-qnorm constrained least squares for tensor completion
and showed that theoretically the number of required measurements needed is linear in
the maximum size of the tensor. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
reduces the required number of measurements from N
d
2 to N . However, there are a lot
of open problems and complications that need to be answered. Following, we list a few
of these problems.
• The difference between the upper bound of nuclear-norm and max-qnorm of a
bounded low-rank tensor is significant and it is also a main reason for the theo-
retical superiority of max-qnorm over nuclear-norm. In our proof, one of the main
theoretical steps for bounding the least square estimation error, constrained with an
arbitrary norm, is bounding the Rademacher complexity of unit-norm tensors and
finding a tight bound for the norm of low-rank tensors. In case of max-qnorm, we are
able to achieve upper bound of r
√
d2−dα and Rademacher complexity of O(
√
dN
m
). A
careful calculation of these quantities for nuclear-norm still needs to be done. How-
ever, a generalizations of current results gives an upper bound of O(
√
rd−1Ndα) for
the nuclear-norm of rank-r tensors. Considering the tensor ~1 ◦ · · · ◦ ~1, we can see
that this bound is tight. We leave the exact answer to this question to future work.
• We know that the dependency of the upper bound of the low-rank max-qnorm
tensor found in Theorem 7 is optimal in N . However, we believe the dependency
on r can be improved. We saw in Section 7 that this is definitely the case for some
specific class of tensors.
• Other than the open problems concerning algorithms for calculating max-qnorm of
tensors and projection onto max-qnorm balls, an interesting question is analyzing
exact tensor recovery using max-qnorm. Most of the evidence point to this being
NP-hard including [30] which proves that a lot of similar tensor problems is NP-
hard and the connection between noisy tensor completion and the 3-SAT problem [2]
which proves that if an exact tensor completion is doable in polynomial time, the
conjecture in [17] will be disapproved. However, an exact study of whether or not
it is NP-hard or availability of polynomial time estimates needs to be done.
• The preliminary results of Algorithm 2 show significant improvements over previ-
ous algorithms. This highlights the need for a more sophisticated (and provable)
algorithm which utilizes the max-qnorm for tensor completion. As a first step, in
the matrix case, the max-qnorm can be reformulated as a semidefinite program-
ming problem, and together with [7], this proves once we solve the problem using
its factors, any local minima is a global minima and hence proves the correctness
of the algorithm. However, this is not the case in tensors and in our experiments
we saw that the results are sensitive to the size of low-rank factors. Analyzing this
behavior is an interesting future direction.
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Appendices
A Rademacher Complexity
A technical tool that we use in the proof of our main results involves data-dependent
estimates of the Rademacher and Gaussian complexities of a function class. We refer
to [3, 64] for a detailed introduction of these concepts.
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Definition 29. [10] Let P be a probability distribution on a set χ and assume the
set S := {X1, · · · , Xm} is m independent samples drawn from χ according to P. The
empirical Rademacher complexity of a class of Functions F defined from χ to R is defined
as
RˆS(F) =
2
|S|Eǫ[supf∈F |
i=m∑
i=1
ǫif(Xi)|],
where ǫi is a Rademacher random variable. Moreover, the Rademacher complexity with
respect to the distribution P over a sample S of |S| points drawn independently according
to P is defined as the expectation of the empirical Rademacher complexity defined as:
R|S|(F) = ES∼P[RˆS(F)]
Two important properties that will be used in the following lemma is: First, if F ⊂ G,
thenRˆS(F) ≤ RˆS(G) and second is RˆS(F) = RˆS(conv(F)).
Lemma 30. sup
S:|S|=m
RˆS(BM (1)) < 6
√
dN
m
Proof : By definition, BM (1) = conv(T±), and T± is a finite class with |T±|< 2dN .
Therefore, RˆS(T±) <
√
72dN+log|S||S| [62] which concludes the proof.
Lemma 31. sup
S:|S|=m
RˆS(B
T
max
(1)) < 6c1c
d
2
√
dN
m
Proof : By Lemma 5, BTmax(1) ⊂ c1cd2 conv(T±) and we have RˆS(T±) <
√
72dN+log|S||S| .
Taking the convex hull of this class and using |S|= m ≤ Nd and scaling by c1cd2 we get
RˆS(B
T
max(1)) ≤ 6c1cd2
√
dN
m
.
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